
The Student Instructional Ratings Surveys should be considered within the context of the global health emergency. Rutgers University
has decided that some instructors have flexibility in choosing whether to include the Spring 2021 SIRS results in promotion and
rehiring materials. Details may vary by campus, rank, or position; please confer with your department chair for more information. 

Rutgers University Student Instructional Rating
Spring 2021

Yu, Siyao - SDY10
Sea Change:the Rise & Fall Of Sea Level And The Jersey Shore -
01:460:110:02
Survey Form: *Standard SIRS

Enrollment: 25
Responses Received: 15
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Special University-wide Questions for Spring 2021

Due to the challenges created by the Covid-19 pandemic, three additional questions were added to the Spring 2021 survey. 

Weight of responses: 1=SD (Strongly Disagree), 2=D (Disagree), 3=N (Neutral), 4=A (Agree), 5=SA (Strongly Agree), Resp=Number of
Student Responses
Weighted Means: Section, Course, Level, Department

SD D N A SA Resp Section Course Level Dept

Given the content and level of the course, the course workload
was manageable.

0 0 1 6 8 15 4.47 4.57 4.39 4.38

The course site used for this course, whether in Canvas, Sakai, or
Blackboard, was well organized.

0 3 0 6 6 15 4.00 4.43 4.24 4.29

The instructions given for assignments, exams, quizzes, and
other course activities were clear and easy to understand.

0 0 0 10 5 15 4.33 4.52 4.34 4.29

University-wide Instructor Questions

Weight of responses: 1=SD (Strongly Disagree), 2=D (Disagree), 3=N (Neutral), 4=A (Agree), 5=SA (Strongly Agree), Resp=Number of
Student Responses
Weighted Means: Section, Course, Level, Department

SD D N A SA Resp Section Course Level Dept

The instructor Siyao Yu was prepared for class and presented the
material in an organized manner.

0 0 0 4 9 14 4.69 4.62 4.31 4.34

The instructor Siyao Yu responded effectively to student comments
and questions.

0 0 0 4 9 14 4.69 4.63 4.31 4.34

The instructor Siyao Yu generated interest in the course material. 0 0 0 3 9 13 4.75 4.65 4.28 4.28

The instructor Siyao Yu had a positive attitude toward assisting all
students in understanding course material.

0 0 0 3 10 14 4.77 4.67 4.37 4.40

The instructor Siyao Yu assigned grades fairly. 0 0 0 3 9 13 4.75 4.66 4.41 4.40

The instructional methods of Siyao Yu encouraged student
learning.

0 0 0 3 10 14 4.77 4.59 4.24 4.22

Teaching Effectiveness

Weight of responses: 1=P (Poor), 2=F (Fair), 3=A (Average), 4=G (Good), 5=E (Excellent), Resp=Number of Student Responses
Weighted Means: Section, Course, Level, Department

P F A G E Resp Section Course Level Dept

I rate the teaching effectiveness of the instructor Siyao Yu as: 0 0 0 3 10 14 4.77 4.65 4.27 4.27

University-wide Course Questions

Weight of responses: 1=SD (Strongly Disagree), 2=D (Disagree), 3=N (Neutral), 4=A (Agree), 5=SA (Strongly Agree), Resp=Number of
Student Responses
Weighted Means: Section, Course, Level, Department

SD D N A SA Resp Section Course Level Dept

I learned a great deal in this course. 0 0 1 7 6 14 4.36 4.43 4.12 4.15

I had a strong prior interest in the subject matter and wanted to
take this course.

0 1 6 5 1 13 3.46 3.55 3.67 3.69
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Course Quality

Weight of responses: 1=P (Poor), 2=F (Fair), 3=A (Average), 4=G (Good), 5=E (Excellent), Resp=Number of Student Responses
Weighted Means: Section, Course, Level, Department

P F A G E Resp Section Course Level Dept

I rate the overall quality of the course as: 0 0 1 8 5 14 4.29 4.58 4.16 4.17

What do you like best about this course?

These comments are intended for all instructors.

Comments

I really enjoyed the content and the way it was presented to us. As much as the content was interesting, Professor Miller made the
course even more enjoyable.

The recitation really helped me have a better understanding of the material, mark was great!

I really liked just becoming more aware about the enviornment in general!

really fun and Mark is a god TA

The whole material of sea change was interesting and exciting to learn about especially when this is a current global concern. Also
the course material were all well organized that also helped me to engage with the course material.

The fact that we discuss and learn about the real threat—climate change—is one of the things I like about this course. Other than
that, I'm glad I enrolled in this course and stepped outside of my "interest zone."

If you were teaching this course, what would you do differently?

These comments are intended for all instructors.

Comments

If I was teaching the course I would not do anything differently. Professor Miller did an excellent job in teaching this course.

NOthing, the course was very engaging with in class questions...

I don't have anything major I would change. There were restrictions because of COVID–19 but the class was run really smoothly!

nothing

Less Socratic questions—honestly, recitation made me anxious although my TA has been extremely helpful and willing to explain
the material. However, maybe because of the no. of students and remote semester on top of that, the course was quite different
than what I had envisioned.

In what ways, if any, has this course or the instructor Siyao Yu encouraged your intellectual growth and
progress?

These comments are unique to the instructor Siyao Yu.

Comments

Mark encouraged my intellectual growth and progress by being interactive throughout recitation and constantly trying to make the
topics and content more relatable.

Mark was very helpful in the recitations and showed he was very knowledgable on the topics we covered!

Mark is amazing, he has been one of my favorite instructors of all my years in Rutgers. It was a fantastic class, I wish you all the
best with your PhD

The instructor opened the floor for students to participate and was very helpful in explaining topics during recitation.

He pushed us to engage in more which brought us to actively engage and also he answered all the questions we had which
additionally helped me understand the course material and strive

Siyao Yu—we call him Mark—is really a good instructor. Especially during this remote semester, while all of us are trying to navigate
our remote learning, Mark has been super helpful and understanding! I very much appreciate him, and I am glad to have Mark as
my TA.
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Other comments or suggestions:

These comments are intended for all instructors.

Comments

I have no other comments or suggestions.

Great class!!!

Mark is the best TA

I had funning learning the material and do not regret taking this class thank you so much!
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